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Yaacov Shavit

The'GloriousCentury'or the 'CursedCentury':
Finde-Siecle Europeand the Emergenceof Modern
JewishNationalism
I longed to dwell in Europe, where I was born - but in vain. (Uri Zvi Greenberg, In
the Land of the Slaves [Berlin 1923])
We - the youngsters of Israel - have experienced with all the warmth of our
youth the life of Europe, its shakings, its anxieties. We were like a seismograph
which records every slight tremor. ('Our Position in the Labour Movement',
Kehilatenu[Our Community] 1922: 149)

'For a continentthat has been declareddead many times during the last
thousand years, Europe has shown a surprisingcapacity for survival.
Prophets of doom have appeared and found a public eager to listen to
their message, not just during the last generation or two, but
throughout the history of European civilization....The
age of
European political predominance has ended, but no other centre has
so far wrenched from Europe the torch of civilization. In a wider
sense, the European age has only begun.'
This statement was written by Walter Laqueur in 1969, in the
conclusion to his book Europesince Hitler, published in 1970. Three
years after it was written, the oil crisis occurred as a result of the Yom
Kippur War, and articles prophesying the decline of Europe and its
political and moral surrender to the Third World and its oil and
petro-dollars again became an almost dominant intellectual fashion.
The oil embargo and the huge financial reservoir which backed it up
were seen as the revenge of the Third World against European
colonialism and imperialism.What the Muslim army failed to achieve
before Poitiers and where the Ottomans failed before the walls of
Vienna, petro-dollars succeeded. The decadent West, hedonistic and
materialistic, now lost all its vitality and had no choice but to crawl on
its knees. The pessimistic consciousness of the fin-de-siecle, the
Cassandra-like prophesies of the previous century and the metaphor
of the 'decline of the West' expressed the mood of the mid-1970s.
Journal of ContemporaryHistory (SAGE, London, Newbury Park and New Delhi),
Vol. 26 (1991), 553-574.
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Professor Laqueur always stood outside this fashionable mood
and the oil crisis did not change his views, which he expressed so
concisely in the concluding paragraphs of his book. The 1980s
confirmed his outlook; not only was Europe not in decline, she was
reborn. In a historic upheaval which has an almost eschatological
colouring - albeit without the violence usually attendant upon such
a major transformation - Europe underwent deep structural and
ideological changes. Europe at the twilight of the twentieth century
seems nearer than at any time before to the 'European utopia'. At any
rate, we can no longer speak in terms of the decline of 'European'
status or hegemony in world politics or within the scope of universal
history. Neither can we speak about a cultural decline or the loss of
European vitality.
This recreation of Europe, with the shattered Russian Empire in
East and Central Europe on the one hand, and the reunification of
Germany as a first-rate European power on the other, raised mixed
opinions and ambivalent reactions in the Israeli and Jewish public.
These reactions are in a certain sense a continuation and metamorphosis of the ambivalent reactions of the Jews to the French
Revolution at the end of the eighteenth century,' and to the general
history of the nineteenth century (i.e. European history). These
popular reactions indeed created, at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, the typical patterns of response, inherent since then in the
Jewish historical consciousness, formulating its attitude towards
'Europe' and the 'West' from the outset of the nineteenth century to
the present. There are several reasons for the current ambivalent
response. First and foremost, there are the contradictory attitudes
towards the reunification of Germany and the awakening of
nationalism and particularismin East and Central Europe on the one
hand, and the collapse of communism on the other. But there is also
another reason: the attitude towards 'Europe' very often plays a
major role in debates concerning the future cultural orientation of
Jewish-Israeli society and the nature, essence and content of modern
Jewish culture. The prophesy and metaphor of 'the decline of
Europe', and the negative image which derives from it, seem to
strengthen those trends which argue in favour of cutting off cultural
links with Europe, not only because of its recent diabolic history, but
also as a result of its decadent nature, its rotten and degenerate values,
and because its future is inevitably doomed. The 'West' is considered
to be a sinking ship, while the 'East', this abstract, metaphorical
construct, is considered by many as a real political and cultural entity,
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fated to be victorious in the long run. No wonder, therefore, that the
'revival of Europe' began, even in a small measure, to occupy part of
Israeli public opinion with regard to Israel's future cultural orientation and essence.
It seems right to speak of the fifth historical chapter of the Jewish
web of interpretation and response to the European essence,
characteristics and changes during the last 200 years. Almost a
hundred years after the pessimism of thefin de siecle dictated part of
the Jewish general mood, a new response is needed. Should the Jews
welcome the revival of Europe with new expectations, or should they
rememberwhat it did not long ago and not let themselves be deceived
once again?
The first historical chapter began during the years of the French
Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars, which created the cornerstones of nineteenth-century Europe. Only in the eighteenth century,
we must recall, did the idea of'Europe' reach its peak and become a
widespread topos. The Jewish response was mainly one of heightened
expectations; high hopes from the 'new Europe' of the inevitable
progress which, in due course, would open the gates to a new and
better world for the Jews. The French Revolution was not the main
cause of this optimism, but rather the reformist trends in the
'Enlightenment monarchies' in Europe. The 'Tolerance Edict' of
Josef II (1782) rather than the Declaration of the Rights of Man and
Citizen was regarded as a sign of the new horizons. The first signs of
pessimism both in the 'East' and 'West', as a result of and in response
to different events, were already discernible in the 1870s.2 The
optimistic utopia of the Jewish Haskala had changed, within certain
circles, into deep disappointment, which grew faster in the 1880s and
thereafter. The response of the Jewish intelligentsia to the rise of
modern anti-semitism thus became intertwined with the general
mood of pessimism and was fed by it. They saw anti-semitism both as
a major pathological symptom of the European essence and as a
result of fin-de-siecle decadence. The different varieties of Jewish
radicalism, including radical nationalism, were one of the sharp
responses to this general Kulturpessimismus,and a manifestation of
the conclusion which the Jewish intelligentsia drew from it. Eschatology of many types - revolutionary and national - was the
reaction to the deep pessimism. It was an inevitable result of the
eagerness to find redemption in the midst of a crisis. Therefore, it
would be right to claim that the nationalism of the Jewish intelligentsia and semi-intelligentsia was not a product of great optimism,
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but a result of deep disappointment and frustration, which sought
compensation and new horizons. So high was the expectation, and so
deep were the disappointments, that an alternate utopic-eschatological world-view was needed in order to replace the decaying ones
and to provide adequate answers to the crisis. The disappointment
with emancipation blended with the new negative attitude towards
'Europe', in which Jewish intellectuals longed to be rooted.
The third historical chapter opened after the first world war. It was
manifested by a combination of the general reaction to the great war
and its upheavals, and the mood of the 'decline of the West', which
was strengthened after the war, and was accompanied by the belief
that new vital civilizations were going to take the place of Europe.
The deep influences of this intellectual mood on European politics
and culture are well known. To this general background one should
add the Jewish reaction to the great and bloody pogroms against the
Jews in the East during the war and after.3
The fourth historical chapter began with the rise of nazism and
needless to say, became a main issue on the Jewish agenda and in the
Jewish world-view after the Holocaust. The question which engaged
Jewish understanding of history in general and Western history in
particular was: had Europe exposed its real face, its real nature, or
was it only a part of it, only one layer of its entire entity? Was nazism
an inherent feature of the 'European essence' or was it a diverted
characteristic, an 'historical accident'? Since the late 1940s, this
crucial question has occupied Jewish philosophy and polemics and
has become a central topic within the Jewish Zeitgeist. The question,
and the different answers given to it, shaped the world-view of the
Jews and their attitudes towards the past, present and future history
of the Jewish people (and its active behaviour in history).
The fifth historical chapter began in the late 1980s.
This article focuses on several manifestations from the second and
third historical chapters - in other words, on the ambivalent
reaction of modern Jewish nationalism to the pessimistic mood and
formulations of thefin de siecle in Europe, and the conclusions it drew
from this reaction. It is not the intention of this article to present the
vast scope of these expressions and reactions. The main aim here is to
present several characteristic responses, which serve as an illustration
to the main argument.
The main argument is that while quite a large number of Jewish
intellectuals and men of letters became nationalists in response to the
pessimism of thefin de siecle and, by adapting its world-view, derived
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radical national and cultural conclusions from it, Zionism as an
organized, active, historical phenomenon, acting on the stage of
modern history, was able to gain power and strength, and to achieve
international status and momentum, mainly due to the fact that the
Europe of the late nineteenth century was not a declining continent,
but rather a world at its apogee - a Europe which shaped the world
outside itself in almost every sphere of human life. Those who
expressed a negative attitude to Europe in general were far from
rejecting the basic components of European civilization (or 'modernism').
Hence, we are faced with a sharp contradiction, even a deep gap,
between historical consciousness and moods of reaction and expression, feelings and attitudes, as were formulated and internalized in the
self-awareness of the Jewish intelligentsia, in its 'historical reality' as
'it really was' and its cultural behaviour. It was Max Nordau who,
perhaps more than any other Jewish intellectual of that period,
profiled and canalized the nature of the prevailing Kulturpessimismus
that emphasized the existence of a gap between a world-view and
objective reality. Nordau claimed that the 'mania of sadness', in his
own terms, of the fashionable pessimism, represented the victory of
the imaginative forces over reality.4 Such was also Auerbach's
criticism of Hess, when he wrote that Jewish intelligentsia tends to
interpret the world in accordance with its own personal biography. In
fact, what he had meant to say was that the sensitive threshold of the
intellectual drives him to enforce his own biography on 'history' at
large and to interpret it according to his own despair and expectations.5 From the view-point of a provincial town (Tomshapol),
Yehuda Leib Levin (Ya-a-llel) found that the consciousness of
decadence was a mere fashionable sickness, by which the Jewish
intelligentsia had been afflicted, under the influence of the Russian
(and German) intelligentsia. In his view, it was an expression of a
confusion of concepts and romantic daydreams, and the ardour with
which Jews grab fashionable intellectual and literary ideas. It was a
result of 'a panic which had been transferred into boredom'.6 He
himself rejected the notion that Jews must sever their cultural links
with Europe.
We should remember that a distinction must be made between the
awareness of change and the more concrete descriptions of the society
and culture in Europe at the crossroads of the nineteenth century. We
must also be aware of the fact, already mentioned, that only during
the eighteenth century did the concept of'Europe' as a geographically
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and culturally united entity take its place as a superstructure under
which its divisions, differencesand national diversity could exist.7The
topic here is 'Europe' as a unity and uniformity, but Jews were, of
course, well aware of the fact that every European culture had its own
nature, and therefore approached each of them separately. The
variety which is Europe, wrote Ber Borchov before the first world
war, is under the threat of the German spirit.8 The statement that
'Europe inevitably meant Germanness'9is not far from the historical
truth, but fails to distinguish between different and contradicting
images of 'German culture', and, of course, the influences of other
European cultures. More than that, Jewish intellectuals were well
aware of the existence of different layers of 'European culture'. The
images of the different European cultures and the different attitudes
towards them is a separate subject. Dealing with it, we should
distinguish between the Jewish images of each and every culture, on
the one hand, and the real contacts between Jewish culture and every
European national culture on the other. However, it is not in any way
astonishing to find Jewish intellectuals and writers in the front line of
those who revere the 'general European culture'.
When the great Jewish historian, Simon Dobnow, a great believer in
the prospect of recreating a new Jewish national life (a Kulturnation)
within the framework of Eastern Europe before the second world
war, portrayed the closing of the nineteenth century from the
perspective of the watershed year of 1900, he wrote:
The nineteenth century, which began with a wave of glowing youthful hopes, came
to a close worn out and enfeebled and in an esthetic and ethical condition described
by the termfin de siecle. One of the powerful antitheses of Jewish history created by
this turbulent century is now gradually drawing to its close.'?

The radical shift from high optimism to the depths of pessimism
signals the change from the optimism of the Haskala and radicalism,
each of which in their turn believed in the integration of the Jews into
the surrounding societies, either in a revolutionary mood, aspiring to
be involved in the struggle to change those societies, or in a national
mood, desperate for any future possibility of such integration. The
shifts in attitude were indeed very sharp. For example, in 1863, one of
the leading figures in the Haskala movement in Russia, Y.L. Gordon,
who preached in favour of Jewish acculturation and integration in the
tsarist empire, expressed his hopes in a famous poem. The land in
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which we are born and dwell, he wrote, is now becoming part of
Europe; this Europe is the smallest of all continents, but her wisdom
is the most abundant. This elaborate paradise is opening its gates to
the Jewish people, calling the Jews 'our brothers'. Jews must,
therefore, accept this warm invitation and stop feeling like
foreigners.1 These longings for Jewish redemption, during the period
which Leopold Zunz referredto as the Erlisungsjahre,were grounded
in a belief in reform, not revolution. The hope for Jewish redemption
in Russia was strongly connected to the belief that Russia had
undergone a deep 'Europeanization' process and would very soon
become an integral part of Europe. Europe, which symbolized (to use
Kalman Shulman's description) the evil of all evils, the most brutal
and murderous instincts of humanity, was now changing its nature,
and new horizons had begun to open up wide and clear.12From this
assumption rose the belief that under the enlightened rulers Jews
would be safe and sound, since these rulers did not expect in return
full-scale integration and the renunciation of their Jewish identity.
For this reason, Jews must respond to this kindly gesture by behaving
like trusting, obedient and good citizens. In the world-view of the
maskilim, Europe was indeed the heart and centre of humanity. They
adopted with excitement and expectation the idea of the 'white man's
burden', and its Eurocentric outlook. Europe, wrote one Jewish
newspaper in the middle of the century, willingly opens its heart and
treasures for all humankind. It is ready to spread its wisdom and its
many achievements in the far-off lands of India, China and Japan,
being like dew to these far-away dry fields.'3 This was how a
newspaper (which was published in the provincial town of Luck, on
the border of Prussia and Russia) saw the 'new imperialism'.
Less than thirty years later, another Hebrew newspaper bitterly
expressed its conclusion with regard to the deep crisis of Jewish
optimism. Europe, the fortress of progress, had revealed itself as the
bosom of the anti-semitic monster. This was the 'real' new Europe,
the Europe that Jews worshipped, whose wisdom and education they
praised, and in order to be accepted by whom they were ready to
betray their most treasured national possessions.'4 Some of them
found compensation in the theories which distinguished between the
progress of civilization and the state of morality. There was no link,
they claimed, between progress in the material sphere and the
degenerate state of morality.
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Our present, enlightened, educated age,
The glorious nineteenth century,
Is now the scene of every crime.5

Thus, in this painful, sarcastic verse, Y.L. Levin summarized the
nineteenth century in his poem Our Time Questions. For him, it was a
painful emotional departure from 'Europe', since as a 'westernized'
Jew he did not find it easy to say farewell to 'Europe' and everything it
represented. To depart from Europe was not a happy journey, he
admitted. It was the abandonment of a place which was, from the
Jewish side at least, 'a homeland'. The distinction he made between
the progress of civilization and the degeneration of morality gave him
a useful solution: it was possible to separate European progress and
ethics. It was possible to stress the superiority of Jewish ethics, while
adopting Europe's material achievements. This distinction was made
by many non-western intellectuals and became a fundamental cornerstone in their response to the 'Western challenge'.'6From this point of
view, the grave and plain mistake of the maskilim of the first half of
the nineteenth century was that they failed to understand that very
often 'material civilization' is only a tool, and ethics are the driving
force which determine the uses and aims of these tools.The negative
aspect of European culture was encouraged by scientific and
technological inventions and innovations, since instead of serving the
cause of morality, they served as new and powerful tools for injustice,
oppression and brutality. It was not 'European imperialism' in Asia
or Africa which reflected this ugly face. From the viewpoint of the
Jews in the provinces of tsarist Russia, the ugly face of Europe was
reflectedin its new anti-semitism. The 'wisdom of Europe' thus turned
out to be a poison. Material inventions do not serve the salvation of
mankind, but instead become means of oppression.
Another radical intellectual, M.Y. Berdizevski, from his Berlin
vantage-point, expressed a similar, but far more pessimistic vision. It
would take Palestine, he wrote in 1891, 500 years to reach the same
level of culture that Russia presently enjoyed! Turkey was the cradle
of savagery - and of witlessness. He also claimed that Russian Jews
were merely building castles in Spain, dreaming that Western Europe
was a paradise. The hard truth was that Western Europe, contrary to
dreams and wishful thinking, was in reality a hard place to live; hard
and depressed conditions of life prevailed: radical individualism,
internal class struggle, national and political division and spiritual
decadence. 'Those who say that in the West the sun is shining, are
terriblymistaken."7These are depressing words indeed, coming from
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the pen of one whose point-of-departure was that the revival of
Hebrew national culture was possible only in Palestine; from one who
firmly believed that even national-cultural autonomy in Russia could
not provide the Jews with the necessary framework for a real and deep
cultural revival. If 'Europe' was far from being the ideal model, and
Palestine under the Ottoman lay in the shadow of the deep and heavy
darkness of the Middle Ages, what could a Russian Jew expect from
the future?
It is clear that Jewish intelligentsia, both in the 'West' and in the
'East', saw in the nineteenth century a mirrorof the nature and soul of
the 'West' in general. Their verdict on the prospect of Jewish
integration in this kind of Europe was negative. Since this Europe was
a whole and total cosmos, they were forced to formulate a vision of a
whole and total cultural alternative: the alternative of a Hebrew
national culture as a new Jewish-Hebrew cosmos. Here lay their
eagerness, desire and need to formulate the utopia of the Hebrew
culture as a new Jewish mode of existence - a utopia which was too
heavy a burden to carry.
We now briefly consider three responses by Jewish intellectuals.
Although they came from different backgrounds, they each reached
similar conclusions.
'Puves-vous nous deseuro-poiser?'- will we be able to discard our
Europeanness?- so wondered the 'English lady', Heinrich Graetz's
'second voice'. 'Europeanism,' she mused, 'covers the whole Jewish
field of vision.' It is an integral part of their essence. But what is the
real nature of this Europe, she wondered rhetorically. Heinrich
Graetz, in his response, did not hesitate to use the data of the new
science of social statistics to portray European society as a sick
society, a reflection and continuation of the ancient pagan cultures;
corrupted -and divergent from top to bottom. He sought to prove,
utilizing the statistics of the spread of syphilis in Germany and the
incidence of illegitimate births in Europe (in the same way, one may
add, that Jewish writers today use the data on AIDS) to prove the
utter immorality of contemporary 'Western culture'. Europe, Graetz
wrote, was a hospital for the incurable, a terrible monster, a
moribund culture, which would pass away very soon. There was no
future for Europe, and only those who believed that salvation would
rise from decay could really believe in its prospects. Beyond the
magnificent facade of its artistic creations, behind the many shrines of
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art and the palaces of science, the 'English lady' fully agreed with him,
a great sickness was hidden: Europe was rife with many unknown
sicknesses which corroded its soul. Was it not a depressing thought,
she queried, that there could not be any compromise between the
spirit of the Jew and the spirit of Europe? The inevitable conclusion
must be, therefore, that in order to free themselves from this evil
spirit, Jews must depart from Europe and sever all their links with it.
Hence the drive to call for the 'revival of the Jewish race'.'8
How remote is the spirit of these words from what Zunz wrote in
the last chapter of his monumental study, Die Gottesdienstlichen
Vortrdge der Juden: Historisch Entwickelt (1892, second edition).
Here Zunz identified the 'European spirit' and 'culture' with the
'German spirit' and German Kultur, and expressed his belief that ex
Germanialux: the light should flow from now on, not from Babylon,
but from Germany - the Vaterland, where her citizens would
combine wisdom, patience, industriousness and honesty in a fine
mixture, where side by side with legal equality and the indulgence of
culture, the emancipation of the Jews, both civil and spiritual, would
progress unimpeded.'9 This utopia, as is well known, shaped the
world-view of German Jews during the nineteenth century and into
the twentieth. They urged their fellow Jews to shed their 'Asiatic'
characteristics and to become 'true and full Europeans'. Indeed, it is
hard to find more illuminating illustrations of a simultaneously
pessimistic and optimistic response to the fin-de-siecle mood.
However, we must not forget that Graetz's conclusions were far from
radical. In spite of his intellectual and aesthetic dislike of and
recoiling from 'Europe', he was very far from any readiness to
'divorce Europe'. The question posed by the 'English lady'- can the
Jews sever their European roots? - was answered with a negative.
Graetz and the Jewish world he represented could not really give a
convincing positive answer.
Lilienblum is a different case. He was by no means a 'westernized'
Jew in his convictions and beliefs, far from the mystic-exotic nuances
of some of his Jewish contemporaries. He was never taken with the
idea that 'the East' could be a substitute for 'Europe' as a cultural
environment. Indeed, he drew a sharply negative portrait of Europe,
comparing it to decadent Rome, replete with blood and fiery beastly
passions. Europe of the Middle Ages and of our times is a licentious
culture, he wrote time and again. Turning Zunz's optimism into a
pessimistic vision, and Graetz's pessimistic outlook into ideology,
Lilienblum's radical conclusion was that there was a crucial need for a
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real national and cultural revival of the Jewish people in Palestine.
But in contrast to the admirers of the 'East', who were inspired by
some of the Slavophiles of their time,20and despite what he himself
wrote against Europe, Lilienblum never saw in the 'East' a desirable
alternative. He claimed that Judaism had to demolish its windows to
the 'West' to let the cobwebs blow away for ever. But these windows
he wished to open wide in Palestine. Only there could 'open windows'
not turn out to be open gates to assimilation. No wonder he found
himself struggling on three fronts: with those who believed that the
modernization of the Jews was possible only in Europe; with those
who believed that America offered the only escape from both Russia
and the 'East',2' and with the Orthodox Jews who hoped for an
Orthodox conservative Jewish society in Eretz Israel.
Y.L. Levin reached the same conclusion. In a series of articles he
published in Ha-Meliz during April-May 1899, entitled 'The End of
the Century', he discussed Simon Bernfeld's article, which was
published in Lu-ach Ha-Chi-Asaf the same year.22Bernfeld, according to the 'Nietzschean fashion' of the time, claimed that the origins
of the nineteenth century's sickness lay in the victory of democracy all
over Europe. The new political culture had given birth to a mass
culture which lacked real education (i.e. real Bildung). Bernfeld thus
only repeated the fear and even horror with which many European
intellectuals and literati greeted the emergence of 'mass culture' and
of the 'masses' on the stage of history. As a radical maskil and even a
populist, Levin firmly rejected the characterization of democracy as
the realm of degenerate culture and the source of evil and sin. He truly
believed that the real cause of the nineteenth century's sickness was
the deep gap created between mind and soul, that is, between the
rational and the irrational. The deterioration of the century, he went
on to argue, was a result of the 'assault of passion and the petrification
of the mind'. This gap was increased by the effect of the many
innovations and achievements of this century in every sphere of life. It
was not the 'rule of the mob' which was the cause of all troubles,
rather the fact that the vast majority of the population, who, until
recently, were guided by morality (i.e. religion), had been corrupted
by modern 'materialistic secularism'. He rejected the slogan of the
'danger of the masses' and the description of its effects on 'culture',
since Jewish history proved that the 'masses' could be dominated by
morality and knowledge of the Torah (the Laws of Moses, i.e. its
moralistic values). At any rate, he totally accepted the description of
contemporary Western culture as degenerate, full of despair and
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emptiness. The salvation of the Jews, therefore, would only be
achieved by 'national romanticism', by the so-called 'volkish revival'
of the 'national soul' in its 'motherland' - the resurrection of the
'Hebrew soul'.
Jewish literature of the late nineteenth century is full of this kind of
bitterly negative criticism of Europe. It blended the pessimism of the
fin de siecle and the horror of the cold, threatening emptiness of
existence as expressed by differenttrends in the European world-view,
with Jewish reaction to the new European anti-semitism which
appeared in the 1880s. Paradoxically, but logically, it was the Jewish
intelligentsia and semi-intelligentsia, the most 'westernized' group
within Jewish society, that created the most demonic image of
Europe. However, this demonic image did not cause them to turn
away from Europe. On the contrary, their first encounter with the
realities of Palestine of the late nineteenth century only sharpened
and strengthened their European outlook. Europe became a 'lost
cultural paradise'.
On 21 September 1882, Vladimir Dubnow, a young member of BILU
(one of the first modern Zionist movements), wrote from Jafa to his
elder brother, the historian Simon Dubnow, in Petersburg:
Newspapers are so rare here that it is even impossible to know what is going on in
Turkey itself. We are all walking in the dark. To sum up, here is wild Asia and not
cultured Europe, which every day becomes more and more precious to me.23

A brief impression of the Palestinian scene was sufficient to impress
him, and what he saw was automatically translated in terms of the
common topos of the 'wilderness of Asia'. These longings for
'Europe' were expressed, we must recall, not by immigrants who had
left behind the centres of Western European culture, but very often by
those who came from small towns in Eastern Europe. However, from
their point of view they were Europeans in every sense. These
expressions are to be found in the literature of the First Aliya, the
second Aliya and thereafter. From its outset, the new Jewish society
was urged to model itself on 'European standards'.24Thus, even a
radical nationalist was unable to divest himself of all that 'European
culture' presented and meant to him. The geographic remoteness of
Europe transformed its many flavours into treasuredmemories, since
the common, ordinary and daily became rare and precious.
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One of the major challenges a radical nationalist had to face was
the need first to refute and then to convince his anti-national and antiZionist opponents, who promoted acculturation and integration in
Europe, that departure from 'Europe' was by no means exile to a
'cultural wilderness'. Time and again he argued that 'Europe' was a
'portable culture' and could be carried away to Asia and planted
there: a Jewish-European island in the midst of the 'East'.
For the modern, westernized Jew, Europe was not only the Europe
of the 'big ideas', of humanism, liberalism, etc., but the Europe of
everything that meant culture: libraries and art galleries, modern
schools and houses, medicine and electricity, and so forth. In other
words, the 'westernized' Jew held the opposite view to that which
claimed that 'a civilization cannot simply transplant itself, bag and
baggage' outside its 'natural space', and believed that such a
'transplantation' was possible.25
I'm convinced that you too will share my view that the genuine works such as those
of Heine, Schiller, B6rne, Goethe, Lessing and others will still be of world interest
hundreds of years from now, and that we, who are cut off from European
civilization, need them in order to rest while reading them and to meditate after our
hard day's work- they, the great and sincere friends of humanity.26

The missing books (this letter was written in 1887) were of course only
one aspect of Europe, a central aspect indeed, but not the only one.
The departure from Europe and the settling in the 'desert of the East'
was considered an existential necessity, and not always an act of free
will and free choice, a fact that was a driving force behind the visions
of a total renaissance of the Jewish existence in Palestine.
Uri Zvi Greenberg, the poet who was imbued with an apocalyptic,
pessimistic outlook and who declared his hatred towards 'Europe',
gave an illuminating example of this ambivalent attitude:
We ought to go
The lands cried out under our feet ...
We ought to hate what we loved so dearly
We have loved the wood, the stream, the well, the mill
We have loved the falling leaves, the fishes, the bucket and the
halla, and in deep secrecy we have loved their bell-ringing
We have loved the harmonica, flute and Ukrainian folk-songs, the
village girls in their dancing with their coloured ribbons
We have loved the white shed with the straw gardens and the red roofs,
We have loved deeply the smokey hours in the coffee shops,
And operas, parks, a perfumed head and dancing places. Opium.
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Ballet. Boulevards and brothels
And electricity, museums of antiquities and city libraries ..

27

It is indeed a desperate and painful love-cry. This longing for
Europe is transfigured into a vision of a Hebrew revival and a whole
Hebrew universe. This universe or cosmos included all the features
and characteristics of Europe: of rural Europe with its village and
country 'organic life', of urban, bohemian, educated, licentious
was missing! This cultural eschatology was
Europe -nothing
needed, since the culture of the 'westernized Jews', and mainly the
Jewish intelligentsia left behind, was indeed a 'whole world', toward
which they felt deep historical and cultural linkage, and since the
alternative culture they intended to create was as yet only an
imaginary one.
However, despite his Europhobia, Greenberg often proclaimed
that his model of organic-national culture was a European model,
mainly Slavic (and communist). When he referred to the cultures of
East European nations, he stressed the fact that all of them were
'natural cultural entities'. And how he envied them this! They had the
'natural roots' that Jews now had to grow in a hurry. When he
referred to the 'East', and the 'Hebrews' returning to their 'Eastern
natural birth-place and natural historical environment', he used
'Western images' of the 'East', created and formulated by European
conservative romantics and mystics in the 'West' as well as in the
Russian literature of the late nineteenth century.
It must be stressed at this point that this mystical longing for the
'magic East', which possessed the secret cure to all the sickness of the
soul of the 'West' and of Judaism, was a reaction and perception of
the few, and had only a marginal influence on cultural behaviour. The
'East' they raised in necromancy was an imaginary entity, and not a
'real' and concrete one. Very often its Islamic nature was not
mentioned, as if it did not exist. Yaacov Rabinovitz, in a very
sarcastic and sharp article, pointed to the fact that the Jewish
intelligentsia who expressed 'reactionary-European' notions about
'the return to the East', did not take their own phrases and slogans
seriously, and had no intention of'living in the East', that is to say, of
adopting 'the Eastern ways of life'. They would always prefer to live
in the 'East' as Europeans.28Those who sought 'spiritual salvation' in
the 'East' of their pure imagination were ignoring the real character of
'Eastern society' and 'Eastern culture'. They were idealistic and
reactionary. The paradox lay, therefore, in the fact that 'escape' from
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Europe to the 'Eden of the East' represented one of the many
'European components' of the Jews as 'Western Jews' (the usage of
the term 'East' by itself is evidence of this).
Herzl, one of the outstanding 'westernized'Jewish intellectuals and
leaders of the national movement, pointed very clearly to the central
role of daily life as an integral part of'culture'. 'East' and 'West' were
not only two differentmetaphors or two contradicting topoi, but were
real and dynamic differing complexes of everyday life, of 'culture' as
human environment. In a paragraph which, from a historical
perspective may be regarded as naive and even pathetic, Herzl wrote
that daily habits were portable and could be transplanted from one
place to another. Not only ideas, laws and beliefs could be taken in
one's travelling-bag, but also one's 'small habits'. The history of
colonization movements, certainly in the modern age, provided solid
and indisputable evidence of this, and explained why Herzl had no
difficulty in portraying the establishment of a modern European
Jewish society in Palestine. His Europe was not only the Europe of
trains, theatres, parliaments, art galleries, electricity, etc., nor was it
an 'organic Europe'. It was a Europe of daily life, containing the
many things people were used to, all of which were included in the
'fleshpots' that Jews would not leave behind in Europe. In the
Judenstaat, Herzl therefore stressed the fact that modern technology
was used everywheremainly in order to transplant these 'small habits'
to the new homelands: there were English hotels in Egypt and on the
top of the mountains in Switzerland, Viennese-style coffee-shops in
Latin America, French theatre in Russia, German operas were
performed in North America, and the best Bavarian beer was to be
found in Paris! In leaving Egypt behind, he declared, we would not
forget the 'fleshpots of Europe'. We would take them with us.29
By this Herzl intended not only to calm those who feared that
leaving Europe would mean leaving behind for ever all that was so
dear to the bourgeois Jew, whose main concerns were his daily
comforts and conveniences. Certainly, he never saw himself as
advocating 'cultural colonization', i.e. transplanting a certain
'culture' from its 'natural place' to a strange, alien environment and
imposing it on a place (and its people) where it did not belong. His
main aim was not only to gain the support of middle-class Jews, but to
reject the common and widespread theory that there existed a
deterministic linkage between a place and a culture, and that as a
result of this linkage, the creation of a Jewish culture in Asia would
not mean the creation of an 'Asiatic Jewish culture'. Cultures, Herzl
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voiced very clearly, were man's creations, and it was the human spirit
and human initiative which gave a place its identity and character. It
was culture that endowed a place with its uniqueness and not the
other way round. Therefore, for the 'West', the 'East' was not a
geographic border.
As is well known, Herzl was branded 'messianic' or 'utopian' and
certainly as one who held 'European prejudices'. Eurocentric he was
indeed, but at the same time he was far more realistic than many of his
contemporary critics, for whom the question of modern Jewish
Kulturawas the main concern. For them, culture meant mainly ideas,
values, an organic whole, spirit, etc., while for Herzl it was a dynamic
complex of human existence and environment in its total scope and its
many aspects. His concept of culture was not an idealistic and
abstract one, like that of most of his critics. At the same time, his
notion of modernity was also not of a poetic nature. He was very well
acquainted with the nature of modern, urban-industrial society.
Herzl did indeed draw a very clear picture of the political, economic
and social structure of Western civilization at the fin de siecle. He
emphasized the influence of 'mass politics' on political culture, the
conflict between capital and work, the hard conditions of the working
class, etc. He even drew a parallel between the European proletariat
and the Jews. Both were longing for salvation and were thus prone to
utopias or visions which promised them redemption in the near
future. He even went as far as to argue that it was impossible to
predict what kind of misery would emerge from these future
remedies, and had some doubts concerning the influence of advanced
technology on modern society. He was not a simple-minded utopian
who believed in modern progress. But while he was very cautious
about the prospects for socialism and the chances of success in
constructing a 'new world', he was very strong in his conviction that
the prospects for Zionism were bright. It is correct to describe his
Zionism as 'scientific Zionism' (on the model of 'scientific
socialism').30He firmly believed that the new forces created by man
during the nineteenth century could be used in the service of progress
and humanity. Zionism, in his view, was composed of national
aspirations and social longings made possible by the power of science
and technology. In other words, while he was very pessimistic about
the prospect of a 'European utopia', he believed in the reality of the
'Zionist utopia'. Without trains, steam-power, electricity, etc., the
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mass migration of the Jews would remain a day-dream, and the
creation of modern Jewish society only a vision. Zionism was the
offspring of modern Europe, and was an active national - and social
- force because it acted within the modern world, adopting and
using its skills and inventions. If Herzl was messianic, his was a
scientific messianism. His utopia could become a reality only through
scientific messianism. Fin-de-siecleEurope was a creative force which
changed the world around it, and the Zionist revolution was part of
this revolutionary change. His optimism, therefore, originated in a
deep belief in modernity and in the new human horizons it opened up.
Only against this background would the Jews be able to forge
through to new horizons.
In the limited space available, it is impossible to give even a brief
survey of the romantic longings and their expression in the Hebrew
literature of that period. There were two types of romanticism. One
embodied a longing for the landscape of Europe. 'My dreams ripened
among pines, not among palms,' wrote a Jewish German intellectual.
'When we worked in the fields, some of us felt deep longings for the
misty woods of Europe and their bubbling damps,' wrote a young
pioneer in 1922.31The second was a new Eretz-Israeli romanticism,
trying to create deep intimate linkage with the new landscape and its
nature. In both types we can easily recognize the longing for an
'organic whole', and the eagerness to create an intrinsic, atavistic
affinityto the land.32However, all these expressions were a mirror,and
a manifestation, of only one dimension of their world-view. No less
powerful were their strivings for modernity - modernity as a
superstructure on the basis of this new-born atavism and organic
Weltanschauung.The socialist and liberal visions of modern society
were no less influential than the romantic mood. Industrializationwas
just as important and decisive a factor as were the new feelings
towards landscape and nature. Zionist romanticism did not turn out
to be Zionist primitivism. What Frankel defines as the 'advantages of
backwardness'33must be understood as the advantages of building,
without any 'outside' interference, a new and modern society - and
not a primitivist one, rejecting modernity. One of the fundamental
myths of the modern Jewish Weltanschauungwas the Promethean
myth: the myth of a collective effort to change nature and to 'conquer'
it in order to build in this backward province the most advanced
society.
We must remember that literature and literary works, with their
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romantic mood of expression, are often misleading in this
connection. Our historical reading must carefully distinguish
between mood, images and modification of reality, and the real
cultural process and development. Many contemporary plans reflect
very clearly the wide vision of progress and modernity of that period.
The real Weltanschauungof Jewish society in Palestine was a complex
combination of romanticism and modernity, and the foundations
and the structure of its culture were modern indeed. The antiEuropean motifs were marginal and had no influence. Y.H. Brenner
clearly understood this when he wrote that 'we want the culture of the
Gentiles in our streets, on our land, within our people, and what we
were intended to do if we were to mix among them, we are ready to do
by ourselves, according to our own ways'.34
For the major part of the Jewish intelligentsia, the West offin-desiecle Europe was the model for a modern Jewish society. They
rejected romanticism and anti-Westernism and cleaved to the idea
that Zionism was the only way to achieve 'acculturation without
assimilation'. The great historical advantage of Palestine lay in the
unique opportunity it gave to transfer and transplant 'Europe' to the
'East', while selecting its positive components and rejecting the
negative ones. Zionists were the pioneers of Western civilization in
the East. In other words, only in Palestine would the national Jews
become 'real Europeans'.
These notions and concepts underwent several changes between
the two world wars, not to say after the Holocaust. However, beyond
the mood and the formulation of expressions and ideas exists the
'cultural reality'. Jewish society was created and institutionalized
during the period of fin-de-siecle Europe as a modern European
society. Most of its institutions, norms and values were based on
European models.
Here indeed we face a paradox: a society which was created by,
among other forces, the pessimistic response tofin-de-siecle Europe,
and by a sharp critique of the values Europe represented, was, from
the outset, a European society in essence and in framework. So strong
was the Jewish bond with Europe that even the Holocaust was unable
to sever it. There was no fleeing from Europe, and the different efforts
to escape from it merely emphasize this deep link, and the
impossibility of cutting off its roots and its heritage.35
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a new step: the 'shadow of the Holocaust' was fading in European public opinion, the
mass immigration of Jews from Russia to Israel might bring down the curtain on the
presence of Jews in Russia, and would thus accomplish the mass Jewish emigration
from Russia which began in the 1880s, and many Jews felt a deep new affinity toward
'the world of their forefathers' in Eastern Europe.
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